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Come on out and play
You can only surf the Net so long. You can only play so much video poker. So if you’re a PC addict who’s ready for some new fun, this book is your toybox. Each of the 14 projects inside includes a parts list, suggestions for finding the needed equipment, clues to the cost, helpful Web links, and complete directions. What’s that? You have a few ideas of your own? Check out the suggestions in the final chapter, and start inventing your own PC toys.      

The Toys      

Each with a complete materials list and detailed, illustrated instructions      

	TiVo-like video recorder
	MP3 or CD jukebox
	Coffeepot controller
	Telescope tracking station
	Workout monitor
	Home surveillance with Internet remote access
	Fridge and freezer monitor
	Fish tank monitor
	Auto diagnostic center
	In-car navigation system
	Weather station
	Robots
	Networked video games
	Model train controller


CD-ROM includes      

	Trial version of Pinnacle Studio
	Visual GPS, freeware, and SocketWatch, shareware version
	Demo versions of GoldWave and Nero Burning ROM
	Unreal Tournament 2003 demo


About the Author
   
Barry and Marcia Press have been indulging their need to build PC toys for 25 years. Barry’s creations have included a unique cable TV modem, ATM networks, a desktop computer that can analyze drug interactions, and an artificial intelligence planning system. He and Marcia are also the authors of the PC Upgrade and Repair Bible as well as several other hot-selling computer books.
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The Gale Encyclopedia of Senior Health: A Guide for Seniors and Their CaregiversGale, 2008
The Gale Encyclopedia of Senior Health: A Guide for Seniors and Their Caregivers is a unique and invaluable source of information. This collection of over 600 entries provides in-depth coverage of cover various issues related to one’s aging body, how diseases affect it, and treatment options, including medications, for seniors. The set will...
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Action Reflection Learning (TM): Solving Real Business Problems by Connecting Learning with EarningNicholas Brealey Publishing, 2008

	Readers may never think of learning, training, or teaching the same way again! Building on the pioneering fundamentals of effective adult learning and many of the core principles of today's popular action learning methodology, Action Reflection Learning delivers a next-generation approach that will transform the way adult learning takes...
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Photoshop CS4 Down & Dirty TricksNew Riders Publishing, 2009
UNLOCK THE SECRETS OF THE HOTTEST TRICKS, AND MOST REQUESTED PHOTOSHOP EFFECTS IN ONE AMAZING BOOK!

Scott Kelby, co-host of Photoshop User TV and the world’s #1 bestselling Photoshop author, is back to unlock the secrets of an amazing new collection of the latest eye-popping, jaw-dropping, Photoshop special...
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Freud A to ZJohn Wiley & Sons, 2005
An approachable summary of Freud's central ideas, Heller's volume is friendly and enthusiastic, if sometimes a bit opinionated for a reference book. She declares, for example, that Freud had "outlandish gender biases," that his idea of the superego was "ingenious" and that Jeffrey Masson's critique of Freud's seduction...
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Macs For DummiesFor Dummies, 2006

    

Take an online Safari, see who you're iChatting with, or pack a Mac laptop
    

    Simply Mac-nificent — all the cool things your new Mac can do! This handy guide helps you make the most of every model. Find out how to use all the cool software that's included, start a GarageBand,...
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Hands-On Penetration Testing with Python: Enhance your ethical hacking skills to build automated and intelligent systemsPackt Publishing, 2019

	
		Implement defensive techniques in your ecosystem successfully with Python

	
		Key Features

		
			Identify and expose vulnerabilities in your infrastructure with Python
	
			Learn custom exploit development
	
			Make robust and powerful cybersecurity tools with Python
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